This paper analyzes some aspects of the workings of the Brady bond (restructured LDC debt) market. It concentrates on the effects of the Mexican crisis on the risk assessment (as measured by the stripped spread) of other Brady countries (particularly Poland These results suggest that the behavior of the traders when assessing the sovereign risk of Brady countries is not constant over time and in particular responds to the level of uncertainty in the market. Herd behavior increases with risk, leading to even higher volatility. Moreover, traders have poor experience and limited information on developing countries, therefore learning spillovers are likely. The decrease in sovereign risk premium comovements in the second period of our sample could be an indication of the fact that markets are learning, i.e. acquiring experience and gathering information on the developing countries, so that learning spillovers are less relevant; but it could also signal the absence of any relevant shock to generate such spillover effects, while in fact the market is still vulnerable to country-specific shocks. On this issue further research is needed. 
Introduction
In the fall of 1982 the Mexican government announced that Mexico was no longer able to fulfill its external commitments. A run out of developing country debt ensued. It was the first major default of a sovereign country after the crisis of the 1930s, and the event was unexpected, despite the high real interest rate and falling commodity prices that obtained at the time. Most of the debt was held only by several hundred commercial banks.
One of the main inefficiencies associated with the negotiation process that followed was that the "rules of the game"
were not clear or predictable. Different strategies were proposed in the 1980s, ranging from the "involuntary lending" of the early 1980s to the Brady agreements of the past few years. One important milepost in the debt crisis was the introduction of a secondary market in 1985. Since most claims were held by a relatively small group of banks, the market was initially thin. The process of securitization of the developing countries debt, though, accelerated in the last few years.
The Brady agreements are based on the exchange, on a voluntary basis, of commercial debt for a menu of options including bonds or new money -the bond option being the most popular one. Brady agreements have involved debt reductions and have usually been implemented when the debtor country was already undergoing economic reforms.
Debt reductions and economic reforms have relaxed the credit constraints that were binding for most of the debtors in the 1980s, thereby providing the new market instruments with a relevant degree of liquidity.
As a consequence, the Brady bond market developed very quickly in the past few years. The Emerging Market Trading Association was founded in 1990 (a successor to the earlier "LDC Debt Traders Association"), and by now most bonds are traded continuously all over the world. Trading volumes in 1994 reached US$2.8 trillion (from US$100 billion in 1990), the total amount outstanding of the US dollar-denominated Brady market in 1994 had an approximate face value of US$138 billion, and future and option market are now traded for all major Bradies. 1 This impressive development of the secondary market largely resulted from the new approach introduced by the Brady plan. Brady agreements have aimed at and actually led to a securitization of the external debt, to a relaxation of credit constraints and to a restored access to the international financial market. This approach has been consistent with the view that international financial market can be a fair and relatively certain environment to satisfy the financial needs of middle-income countries, probably a better environment than the lasting "bargaining process" that prevailed in the 1980s. 1 The reader interested in knowing more (daily prices , futures and options, analysis and ratings, news and forum) can now browse the pages of the BradyNet (http://www.2020tech.com/bradynet).
On December 20, 1994 the Mexican peso was devalued by 15% and two days later it was allowed to float. At the end of December the Mexican government was forced to cancel a Tesobono refinancing auction because investors were no longer willing to bear the sovereign risk at rates acceptable to the Mexican authorities 2 . The perception of sovereign risk -as reflected for example in the Brady bonds prices (see the plots of the Mexican and Polish Par and Discount bond prices in figure 1 and 2) -jumped dramatically during the crisis. Even though the Mexican crisis reflected mainly internal problems, it immediately affected the perception of the sovereign risk in other debtor countries. In particular the yield on most emerging market bonds jumped along with Mexico's. As an example, we report in figure 3 a plot of the stripped spreads 3 of the Mexican and Polish Brady Discount bonds, and in figure 4 an analogous plot for the Par bonds. In 1981, the choice not to differentiate among different debtors might have been a rational response to the crisisconsidering the political and international dimension that that crisis soon reached. This statement could certainly be questioned at end-1994. As long as the international community and the traders believe in the process of debt securitization one would expect that, over time, only country specific elements or international shocks should affect the risk premium of a sovereign country. This paper originated from the initial observation that for the 1994 Mexican crisis there is evidence of spillover effects in the assessment of the sovereign risk premium for different countries.
Mexican and Polish Discount Bond Prices Mexican and Polish Par Bond Prices
The questions we will try to address are the following: Are there comovements (not due to international shocks) in the sovereign risk premium of different debtor countries? If there are, what is the nature and the dimension of these comovements? To what extent can a leader country like Mexico affect the risk perception on other debtor countries?
2 For an assessment of the Brady deal on Mexico the reader can see Claessens, S., D. Oks and S. van Wijnbergen (1993) . For an account of the 5 Why should the developing country debt market be affected by these spillovers? And why should it be more affected than the industrial countries debt market? What can we learn on traders' behavior in the Brady bond market? A finding of relevant spillovers would have many implications and would be especially important to the countries that have a substantial commitment to the reform process. If the payoff -in terms of costs of external financing -of a serious commitment to a reform process can be substantially reduced by spillover effects, the incentives to stick to the reform process can be reduced as well.
Mexico and Poland, Discount Bonds
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the literature. Section 3 describes the data set.
Section 4 reports the analysis of comovements, focusing on the case of Mexico and Poland. In section 5 we develop an interpretation of the results of Section 4 and in Section 6 we test this interpretation. Section 7 concludes.
Pricing risky debt
In this section we briefly review the existing literature on the Brady bond market. We do so by dividing the literature based on the three different approaches generally used to price risky debt: option theory, fundamentals and spillover effects. The option theory approach is the most widely used (also by traders) to price corporate (i.e. risky) debt and constitutes a complete theory on its own. On the other hand the approaches based on fundamentals and spillover effects should be thought as complementary, as it will result clear in the following sections.
Option theory. Option theory is generally used to price the debt of corporate companies. Let D denote the market value of the corporation's promise to pay the amount F in t years, let S denote the market value of the firm's common stock, and let A denote the current market value of the assets of the corporations. The Modigliani-Miller 4 theorem asserts that:
Given this structure, it is easy to see that the corporation's common stock can be interpreted as a call option on the assets of the corporation, with an exercise price of F and time of expiration of t. In fact, when the debt matures, the stockholders can either pay F to the creditors (exercise the option) and keep control over the assets, or default on the debt (not exercise the option) and let the creditors take control over the assets of the corporation.
Because the common stock of the corporation looks like a call option, we can apply the Black and Scholes options pricing model to find a theoretical value for S. Given (1), we can get a theoretical price for D which will depend on the following variables: A (the current market value of the assets of the corporation), F (the face value of the debt), t (the time remaining to the maturity of the debt), the risk-free interest rate and the volatility of the value of the assets of the corporation. At the maturity date the option will be exercised if A is greater than F. So, before the maturity 4 Modigliani and Miller (1958) first asserted that the value of a firm should be independent of its capital structure.
date, the ratio A/F, the volatility of A and the time remaining to the maturity of the debt (together with the levels of A, F and, of course, the risk-free interest rate) enter the determination of the price. An application of this approach to the debt of a sovereign nation has been proposed by , who use option theory to price the bonds of the Mexico Brady deal.
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Fundamentals. A different approach tries to relate secondary market debt prices to a set of explanatory variables, such as debt to export ratio, reserves to import ratio, inflation, etc. (e.g. Cohen (1989) , Ozler and Huizinga (1991)) or on the past history of repayments (e.g. Hajivassiliou (1989 ), Ozler (1993 ). These studies have generally tried to identify variables that best explain repayment capacity by conducting econometric tests on goodness-of-fit. It is in fact extremely difficult to have a well specified and testable theory on the likelihood of repayment as a function of the fundamentals: the likelihood of repayment will depend on factors that affect both the ability and willingness to pay, as well as the bargaining power in case of rescheduling or recontracting. A very rich theoretical literature, started by Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) , has pointed out the complexity of the strategic issues involved in lending to a sovereign country. Furthermore, these analyses usually make the implicit assumption that bonds of different countries traded on the secondary market are directly comparable so that the available prices can be used in cross country regressions. This is true if we restrict the attention to Par and Discount Brady bonds, as we do. But most of the cited studies use typically pre-Brady or non-Brady prices.
Spillover effects. The approach based on spillover effects simply states that the level or the variation of the price of a particular bond in the market depends on the behavior of similar bonds. For example, the IMF (1995) reports tests of causality that support the null hypothesis that the price of the Mexican Brady bonds Granger causes the price of other Brady countries, like Venezuela and Brazil. Similarly, Doukas (1989) and Calvo and Reinhart (1996) argue that there is evidence of 'contagion effects' on Brady bonds returns following news on the production or shocks like the Mexican crisis respectively. Eichengreen (1989) concludes in his study 'The U.S. Capital Market and Foreign Lending, 1920-1955 ' that "evidence from bond prices in the 1930s and from the volume and composition of lending in the 1940s and 1950s suggest that at least some of the cost of default spilled over among debtor countries."
Certainly spillover effects can only partially explain bond prices and in this sense they are complementary to fundamentals in the explanation of bond prices and returns.
The value of A for a sovereign country is not obvious, and an estimate of that value is going to be approximate and subjective. Claessens and van Wijnbergen assume a stochastic behavior for the value correspondent to A. They assume a Brownian motion, that is a continuous version of a random walk, but there is no clear evidence for such a behavior of the underlying stochastic element. It should also be noted that the option theory approach subsumes all the information on the fundamentals in the value of A (which should represent the capacity or willingness to pay in case of default) and in its stochastic behavior. It does not model explicitly the effects of the fundamentals or of possible spillover effects.
In this paper we focus on spillover effects in the Brady bond market. A lot can be learnt from a careful analysis of these effects. As in the introduction, these are the question we will assess: Are there comovements (not due to international shocks) in the sovereign risk premium of different debtor countries? If there are, which is the nature and the dimension of these comovements? To what extent can a leader country like Mexico affect the risk perception on other debtor countries? Why should the developing country debt market be affected by these spillovers? And why should it be more affected than the industrial countries debt market? What can we learn on traders' behavior in the Brady bond market?
The data set
We will focus on the sovereign credit risk as measured by the sovereign (stripped) spread. 6 The sovereign spread is a measure that analysts use to assess the risk of a bond and it is given by the yield differential of a developing country bond with respect to an analogous (in terms of type of contract and maturity) US Treasury Bond, which is considered a riskless asset 7 .
6 Risk is often defined as the probability associated with a loss. In general risk can take many forms: credit risk (estimates potential losses due to the inability of the counterpart to meet its obligations), operational risk (results from the errors that can be made in instructing payments or settling transactions), liquidity risk (associated with the inability of the debtor to fund illiquid assets) and market risk (uncertainty of earnings resulting from changes in market conditions such as prices, interest rates, volatility). For stocks and bonds in industrial countries the relevant risk usually is the market risk: the volatility of the prices measures the risk of holding a stock (which has no maturity), while expected changes in interest rates define the shape of the yield curve for bonds. For developing countries (as well as for all issuers with a low credit rating) the most important risk is the credit risk: this is because a sovereign country by definition cannot be legally forced to comply with its external commitments. 7 To be rigorous the credit risk should be split into two parts: one is the probability of default and the other is the amount of loss in case of default. For example, it would be of interest to compute the internal rate of return (yield) on a bond based on what are the expected payments instead of the contractual ones. The differential to an analogous riskless asset would than be a proper measure to infer the probability of default. The authors that have attempted to differentiate between the two elements (i.e. the probability of default and the amount of loss in case of default), however, are forced to make strong assumptions on the probability of default and on the expected repayment in case of default. For example Cumby, R.E. and D.D. Evans (1993) assume that in case of default the repayments are zero forever. Claessens, S. and G. Pennacchi (1992) assume that the probability of default follows a Brownian motion . An interesting finding of Cumby and Evans (1993) though -on which we will return below -is that the hypothesis of an expected decreasing default probability is consistent with their data set (Brady bonds prices starting 1990 for Mexico, Venezuela and Costa Rica). Figure 5 We concentrate on the sovereign (stripped) spreads for several reasons. First, we want to exclude the effects of changes in the (same maturity) US interest rates on yields comovements. Note that, if the solvency of a country is in doubt, an increase in the US interest rate can have an effect on the sovereign premium as well. But we would expect this effect to be of second order and not homogeneous among the different countries of our sample. Moreover, the US interest rate has been much more smooth than the risk premiums over the period of our study, as figure 6 shows for Mexico and Poland. Second, even if the stripped spread is a rough measure of the country risk, we are in fact interested in cross-country comparisons. For us, it is more important to have a very homogeneous measure, as we believe it is the stripped spread on the most liquid Brady bonds.
Mexican and Polish Discount and Par Bonds, stripped spreads and US interest rate
Third, it would be ideal to have time series of the risk spread for given maturity instead of following the same bonds over time. However, the Brady market has not reached the dimension to make this possible. The point is that yields spreads may not provide a valid way of comparing the relative risks of bonds with different maturities. But the maximum maturity difference for the Mexican Brady bonds is slightly more than 5 years (with the last Brady, Ecuador) over a period of 24 years. The effect of a different maturity is important for short maturities and it is a much less relevant factor over such a long time horizon.
Mexico and Poland
It is our opinion that the case of Mexico and Poland is the most suitable for the analysis of spillover effects in the Brady bond market: Mexico at the time of the crisis was a relatively stable country; Poland was stabilizing and had a relatively short record of economic reforms. The December 94 shock was substantial, but truly originating from the Mexican economy and in this sense it was exogenous to the Poland economy. This can be thought as a good approximation of an experiment: the Mexican fundamentals were dramatically changed while Poland's were not.
We will concentrate on the discount bonds: discount bonds are 30 years maturity floating market interest rate, issued at a discount to the original face value of the previously rescheduled loans. Because they are floating market interest rate, discount bonds do not involve market risk (the risk of a change in the interest rate), so that the measure of country risk given by the stripped spread on discount bonds is more accurate than the one given by the stripped spread on the Par bonds.
Univariate time series description
In this section we report the time series analysis on the variable MEXDIS (the stripped spread on the Mexican discount bonds (series A,B,C,D)), and on the variable POLDIS (the stripped spread on the Poland discount bonds).
The goal is to have a preliminary understanding of the behavior of the stripped spread, that is the measure that traders use for the risk premium on a sovereign country bond. The main finding is that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of unit root for both variables, even if also a different (and stationary) model fits well the data.
i) MEXDIS (the sample goes from 5/18/90 to 7/12/94)
1) The first model is an AutoRegressive with four lags -AR(4) -with one unit. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test on the whole sample is -1.134891, so we do not reject the null of unit root even at a 10% confidence level. 13 An AR(4) with one unit root behaves like a random walk in the sense that the shocks have a permanent effect; in the case of the AR(4), the shocks are translated permanently into the variable after 4 periods. To decide on the model specification for the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for unit root, we performed an F test -the values are 13 We reject the null of autocorrelation of the residuals based on the Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test.
tabulated in Dickey and Fuller (1981) -on the joint hypotheses of unit root with no drift and no trend. We cannot reject the null of unit root without drift and trend.
This model is, in our opinion, consistent with the nature of the variable we are studying: it would be difficult to argue that the stripped spread should have a drift and/or a trend. On the other hand, the finding of unit root is consistent with the hypothesis that there is a learning process underlying risk premium movements: we can think of a shock as new information accruing between one period and the following; based on the new information traders update their prior on the probability of default, and set the risk premium based on the posterior probability. So the new information affects permanently the risk premium and its mean value. This is a layman's explanation of a unit root. 14 14 While the evidence of one unit root -we tested also the possibility of more than one unit root using the procedure proposed by Dikey and Pantula (1987) ; the null of two unit root is rejected -is strong on the complete sample, we wanted to check if the December 1994 crises represent a structural break that can cause a bias in our estimate of the unit root. We divided the sample in two (4/06/90 to 12/16/94 and 12/23/94 to 7/12/96) and performed unit root test on the two sub-samples. For the first sub-period, using F tests as tabulated by Dikey and Fuller (1981) , we could not reject (at the 5% confidence level) the null of one unit root with no drift and no trend. If we maintain our hypothesis of no drift and no time trend, there is strong evidence of unit root also for the second sub-period. However, we performed an F test on the joint hypothesis of unit root with no drift and no trend and we rejected it. An ADF with drift and trend leads to rejection of unit root at the 5% critical level -but to not rejection at the 1% critical level .
In conclusion, the hypothesis of unit root is strong on the complete sample. On the two sub-samples it is less strong. But under the hypothesis of no drift and no trend, in both cases we could not reject (at the 5% critical value) the null of unit root.
To gain more information on the possibility of unit root, we constructed two dummy variables: one (d1) takes value one after 12/16/94 and zero before that date; the other (dp) takes value one for (the four observations of) the month of December 1994 and zero otherwise. We regress MEXDIS on four lags of itself and on d1; in a second regression we regress MEXDIS on the same four lags and on dp. The idea is that, if the true model is a stationary process with a structural change in the mean after December 1994, d1 should be significant. But it is not. While, if the true model is non stationary and there is a one time extra-shock in a unit root process (a single pulse in the dummy variable will have a permanent effect on the mean value of the sequence), dp should be significant. In fact it is. 2) The second model assumes that the variable is stationary with a change in the mean after 12/16/94. This is suggested by inspection of the plot of MEXDIS. The variable can be described by a decreasing trend with a change in the constant after the December crisis. We estimated the following model, where the dummy d1 takes value one after 12/16/94 and zero before that date:
LS // Dependent Variable is MEXDIS
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The results are:
The drift, the trend and the dummy d1 are very significant. An ADF based on this model suggests the rejection of the null of unit root. ii) POLDIS (sample: 7/29/94 to 7/12/96).
1) The first model is a simple random walk, that is an AR(1) with one unit root. The evidence for unit root is very strong. 16 The value of the Dickey-Fuller Test Statistic is -1.264866, while the 10% critical value is -1.6174. 15 In order to perform a proper test, we split the sample as before: 4/06/90 to 12/16/94 and 12/23/94 to 7/12/96. For the first sub-period the drift and the trend are not significant and there is strong evidence of unit root. For the second period, drift and trend are significant and we can reject the null of unit root at the 5% critical level. 16 The evidence of unit root is maintained if we split the sample at 12/16/94 as for MEXDIS. 2) The second model is similar to the second one for MEXDIS:
LS // Dependent Variable is MEXDIS
where d1 is defined as above (dummy with ones after 12/16/94). An ADF on the complete sample based on this model (i.e. with drift and trend) suggests the rejection of the null of unit root at the 5%. 17 17 In order to perform a proper ADF test, we split the sample as above: 7/29/94 to 12/16/94 and 12/23/94 to 7/12/96. For the first period we cannot reject the null of unit root even at the 10% level. For the second period, we reject the null of unit root at the 5% critical level. 
LS // Dependent Variable is POLDIS
Conclusions.
The results for POLDIS are very similar to the ones for MEXDIS: the same two models fit the data well, with strong evidence of unit root in the first sub-period (before the crisis) and evidence of a possible stationary negative trend after December 1994. The fact that these two series behave in this similar way is in itself a result.
However, in our opinion the unit root hypothesis is better supported by the evidence. The two main reasons are the following.
First, under the assumption of no drift and no trend, which seems reasonable for the risk premium, the hypothesis of unit root cannot be rejected on the whole sample and on the two sub-samples as well for both MEXDIS and POLDIS. Under the assumption of drift and trend, the fit is good on the complete sample; but for both MEXDIS and POLDIS in the first sub-period the drift and the trend are not significant and the null of unit root cannot be rejected.
This is a strong evidence in favor of the hypothesis of unit root.
Second, the trend stationary model is very dependent on the date on which we decide there is a change in the constant (i.e. after which date the dummy begins to have value 1). The 16 of December 1994 is a reasonable choice, but we could make other choices as well (e.g. for Poland a reasonable choice could be the date in which the country received investment grade rating). There is no evidence of a structural break in data generating process on the 16 of December 1994 and so the dummy d1 is not needed. The dummy d1 is simply capturing the effect of a shock bigger than others, which -as the others -has a permanent effect.
Our interpretation of the unit root evidence is the following: traders update their priors on the default probability as new information accrues, and the new information can be interpreted as the shock. For the variable POLDIS we cannot reject the hypothesis of a random walk, that is a process in which the error term is a white noise. For MEXDIS we find an AR(4) with unit root, which means that the news have a permanent effect (with a lag of four weeks) and that the process has memory: the value of the risk premium at time t depends on four lags of itself and on a white noise residual.
Is this interpretation of POLDIS and MEXDIS consistent with the evidence of a possible negative trend after December 94? Is this just the consequence of a sequence of good shocks after a big bad one, or it is a process showing mean reversion from a high level of the risk premium? It is evident that, while in principle the risk premium can go to infinitum
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, it is in effect bounded from above. A very high risk premium (like the almost 2000 basis point on the Mexican bonds in December 1994) is not sustainable even in the very short term: a country in a period of crisis -like Mexico in December 1994 -can either go on default (which corresponds to an infinite risk premium) or be rescued by an international support package. This is why we find possible evidence of mean reversion after the Mexican crisis. But when we are not close to this threshold level, the behavior of the risk premium is very much like a random walk.
In conclusion, we find the unit root model for the stripped spread more consistent with the data, as argued above.
The results are consistent also with our opinion that a proper model for the risk premium cannot have a drift and/or a trend, which would imply a divergent behavior in the long run. The autoregressive model without dummy gives a way to model all the variables in a symmetric way, without relying on our discretion to decide which shock can be thought as a change in the mean of an otherwise stationary process.
Comovement analysis
The main finding of the previous section is that we cannot reject the null of one unit root on MEXDIS and POLDIS.
With non stationary time series the standard asymptotic theory does not hold and OLS estimates can be misleading. Engle and Granger (1987) 
19 In order to test for cointegration and to have a proper estimate of the cointegration vector we have to specify an error-correction model (ECM). This is because cointegration tests are usually performed on the error-correction representation. Note that, if two or more variables are cointegrated, it is guaranteed that an error-correction model representation exists. This is the so called Granger representation theorem: for any set of I(1) variables, cointegration and error-correction are equivalent representations. Moreover, the most common procedure to test for the lag length is to estimate a Vector Auto Regression (VAR) using data in levels. We consider VARs with 2 or more lags: the VAR with one lag presents evidence of autocorrelation in the . The Akaike Information Criterion suggests a specification with 2 lags and the Chi test suggested by Sims (1980) does not reject the null of a lag length of 2 versus 3 or more lags . 20 Note that we performed the tests for the lag length on a VAR in levels. The ECM is specified in first differences, so the lag length should be reduced by one. The null hypothesis of cointegration is not rejected in the first sub-sample, but it is rejected on the second one. Note also that, for the first sub-sample, the estimated coefficient on POLDIS is significantly greater than one.
LS // Dependent Variable is MEXDIS
2) Second sub-period (
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We can reach two main conclusions from these results: 1) First, comovements were stronger during the high volatility period of the Mexican crisis. In fact, we reject the null hypothesis of cointegration for the last year, when the crisis was perceived as overcome.
2) Second, the Mexican crisis has caused a change in the mean of the cointegration relation of approximately 550 bs.pts.. That is, the crisis has had a strong permanent effect on the risk assessment on Mexico. 
To confirm the results, we perform the cointegration test on the original variable MEXDIS (instead of MEXDIS1
Figure 8
The impulse response function in figure 9 shows that: 1) a one standard deviation innovation to MEXDIS1 (the SD of the residuals on MEXDIS1 being of 91 bs. pts.) has a permanent effect of 36 bs. pts on MEXDIS1 and of 35 bs.
pts. on POLDIS; 2) a one standard deviation innovation to POLDIS (the SD of the residuals on POLDIS being of 44 bs. pts.) has a permanent effect of 29 bs. pts. on MEXDIS1 and of 27 bs. pts. on POLDIS. We can conclude that a 22 The only problem with this methodology is that an estimated VAR is underidentified: an additional restriction must be imposed on the two variable VAR system in order to identify the impulse responses and variance decomposition. The usual restriction is given by the assumption that one error has a contemporaneous effect on both variables, while the other one has a contemporaneous effect only on its own variable. This assumption is said to imply an ordering of the variables.
We assume that ε Mt has a contemporaneous effect on both variables, while ε Pt does not. This is not an innocuous assumption: the correlation coefficient on the estimated residuals is above 0.7, so the ordering matters. Our assumption is based on several considerations. The first one is that, at least for the first year of our sample (when the evidence of cointegration is stronger), all the relevant volatility was coming from the news on Mexico and not on Poland. Second, we regressed the residuals from the cointegration relation (the "long run" residuals, LRER in figure 8 ) on the standard deviation of MEXDIS (MSIG) and on the standard deviation of POLDIS (PSIG): not only MSIG is more significant than PSIG and with the right sign, but the negative sign of PSIG suggests that the volatility of MEXDIS dominates. Finally, and consistently with our belief that Mexico is a leader in the Brady market, the IMF (1995) finds evidence of Granger causality from Mexico to other countries using daily bond prices.
shock to MEXDIS1 has a stronger permanent effect on both variables than a shock to POLDIS (even though the residuals on MEXDIS1 are more volatile). The forecast error variance decomposition reported in figure 10 shows that: 1) the long run forecast error on MEXDIS1 is due for 70% to innovations to MEXDIS1 and for 30% to innovations to POLDIS; 2) the long run forecast error on POLDIS is due for 61% to innovations to MEXDIS1 and for the remaining 39% to innovations to POLDIS. We note a significant asymmetry in the behavior of the two variables, with 61% of the variability of POLDIS coming from the variability of MEXDIS1. In the following section we present our interpretation of the empirical evidence reported so far. In particular, we introduce learning spillovers as a potential explanation of the link between the sovereign risk premia of different countries. But at this stage we also want to stress how strong these links are: on the basis of our estimates, 38% of a shock to MEXDIS has a permanent effect on POLDIS; in section 6 we will report that the volatility increased for most bonds two to four times after the Mexican crisis. Therefore, in what follows, we maintain the implicit assumption that learning spillover effects cannot by itself explain such excessive responses. 23 We have estimated the ECM for MEXDIS1 and POLDIS on the period 7/29/94 to 7/28/95, i.e. the period comprising the Mexican crisis and during which the comovements are stronger. The results are confirmed: in particular, the variability of POLDIS is now even more dependent on the variability of MEXDIS1 (68% versus 61%) and the amount of the permanent effect on MEXDIS1 due to innovations on both variables has increased relative to the increase in the standard deviations of the residuals (the permanent relative response to MEXDIS1 innovations has shifted from 0.4 to 0.55, whereas the permanent relative response to POLDIS innovations has shifted from 0.66 to 0.82). Finally, the ECM estimates for MEXDIS (instead of MEXDIS1) and POLDIS for the sample 1/20/95-7/12/96 are substantially the same.
What causes the spillover effect?
It is reasonable to assume that traders' investment decisions are based essentially on two elements: their private information on fundamentals; and the behavior of other traders. The private information on fundamentals provides traders with a belief on the probability of default of a debtor country. The behavior of other traders is important not only because it conveys some additional information, but also because traders' reputations (in the labor market) are based both on their success in terms of profitable investments and on whether their decisions were similar to or different from those of other traders. 24 In this section we argue that this two elements can explain spillover effects.
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Private information on fundamentals is the leading force behind an investment decision and assume that news on a particular developing country conveys some information on other developing countries. 26 This could be due, for example, to the fact that different countries are applying reform programs -like Brady plans -that are perceived as similar. Thus, the Mexican crisis can be a signal that the Brady plan on Mexico is not feasible or that the Mexican government finds the commitment to the plan not rewarding enough. Therefore, we might think that also the Brady plan for Poland is not feasible or that Polish government may not have enough incentive to abide to the Brady plan.
At this point an important aside is in order to understand why we introduce the hypothesis of learning spillover and do not consider the possibility that comovements were due simply to similar movements in fundamentals. Assume that the probability of default ( ) 1−π is a function of fundamentals "observable" Z obs (as budget deficit, exchange rate, etc.) and fundamentals "not-observable" Z not -obs (as the government commitment to the reform program or the feasibility of the program itself), that is: ( ) ( ,
obs not obs . The Mexican crisis has substantially changed Z obs for Mexico, but not for other countries as Poland. Therefore, the jump in the probability of default and thus in the risk premium cannot be due to a change in Z obs for the Brady countries other than Mexico; it has to come from the change in Z not -obs . This effect trough Z not -obs is what we define as learning spillover.
The interesting point in analyzing the period of the Mexican crisis is that we can assume Z obs didn't change for all countries except Mexico and it cannot be argued that comovements were due to a similar change in observable fundamentals. As an example on Mexico and Poland, let's consider the exchange rate: the Polish currency (the zloty) appreciated in real terms during the Spring of 1995. Moreover, the change in the mean of the cointegrating relation 24 Scharfstein and Stein (1990) argue that "Under certain circumstances, (fund) managers simply mimic the investment decisions of others managers, ignoring substantive private information. Although this behavior is inefficient from a social standpoint, it can be rational from the perspective of managers who are concerned about their reputation in the labor market." 25 It is our opinion that the explanations of spillover effects in the Brady bond market based on trade agreements or technological spillovers can not account for the very short period spillovers of the Brady bond market. Institutional factors concerning the structure of big funds could be another explanation. An emerging market fund, for instance, could expect a higher amount of redemptions following a large adverse shock (as the Mexican crisis) and could sell off assets in several emerging market to generate cash. This story, though, does not explain why the fund manager should prefer to sell off the assets instead of rising cash trough borrowing. 26 The information available on a country and the experience in that country's market are usually much less for developing and middle income countries than for industrialized ones. In our opinion this is the reason why spillover effects are not relevant for developed countries.
between Mexico and Poland discussed in section 4 is consistent with the hypothesis that the Mexican crisis changed the relation between the fundamentals of Mexico and Poland. Finally, the fact that the null of cointegration for the second year of our sample (July 95-July 96) is rejected proves that comovements during the Mexican crisis were not due to similar fundamentals.
The behavior of other traders is another leading force in investment decisions. Scharfstein and Stein (1990) argue that this is the case because traders are concerned about their reputation in the labor market. If a trader decides to 'go against' the market, his or her reputation is much more damaged by under-performing than it is strengthened by over- itself an explanation of spillover effects. Herd behavior implies that traders tend to hold the same portfolio and tend to follow the same asset allocation strategy, but does not explain which this portfolio or asset composition is. In particular, it does not explain why a shock on Mexico should lead to a reduction of the exposure on Poland.
It is our opinion that learning spillovers and herd behavior are complementary in the explanation of spillover effects: a negative shock can be a source of spillover effects and also cause an increase in traders' expected volatility; higher expected volatility leads to herd behavior, which in turn amplifies the original spillover effects and increases actual volatility.
Why should a negative shock increase traders' expected volatility? To understand this point define ( ) 1− π the probability of default and consider an asset that has zero return in case of default and has x as return in case of no default; the variance of this asset can be written as [ ]
, which is a parabola with a maximum for π =1/2. 29 Therefore, a negative shock that shifts the probability of default toward middle values (for example from .1 27 Scharfstein and Stein (1990) , page 466. 28 Scharfstein and Stein (1990) , page 477. 29 The assumption of two possible outcomes(default or not) is simplifying but not simplistic. The general case would be to consider the entire distribution of returns. This distribution, though, would have two mass points: one at the return in case of no default and one at the expected return given the default . So we would have a bimodal distribution.
to .3, i.e. closer to the value π =1/2 for which the expected volatility is at the maximum) 30 causes an increase in the expected volatility of returns.
Higher expected volatility means that traders are more uncertain on bonds' return and face the possibility of big losses: uncertainty on returns and possibility of big losses increase herd behavior and actual volatility. Therefore, actual volatility is an increasing and monotone function of expected volatility and it can be represented as σ π ( ) in figure 11 .
The fact that comovements of the risk premium were stronger during the high volatility period of the Mexican crisis is consistent with the idea that during periods of high uncertainty (defined as periods when the probability of default move towards 1/2 -and news have a very informative content, i.e. lead to a relevant update of the prior belief -so that the expected volatility of returns is high) herd behavior is stronger than during periods of relative calm (defined a periods during which the probability of default is close to the extremes -and news do not have a very informative content, i.e. do not lead to a relevant update of the prior belief -so that the expected volatility of returns is low).
However, another element could lead to excess volatility. We know that the risk premium reflects mainly the probability of default of a sovereign country. A negative shock which substantially shifts the probability of default towards middle values, will lead to lower prices and also increase the expected volatility of returns. Risk averse agents will require a premium for this increase in the expected volatility of returns, and the price of the bond will further decrease. Thus, if agents are risk averse, a bad news will depress prices more than the expected value of returns, thereby increasing the actual volatility of the risk premium.
Both herd behavior and risk aversion lead to excess volatility in response to a negative shock. Which of the two is more relevant is an empirical question. Our belief is that the risk (aversion) premium cannot account for increases in volatility of 100 to 200 bs. pts. as we observed during the Mexican crisis. For our purposes it is important that both mechanisms lead to excess volatility following a negative shock that moves the probability of default toward 1/2, thus amplifying the 'spillover effects'. Moreover, both mechanisms imply that expected volatility and actual volatility are positively correlated and that both reach a maximum for values of the probability of default close to 1/2. Figure 11 summarizes our argument. It represents also the mean of the risk premium µ as a function of the probability of default (1-π ), which is convex for the following reason: define the risk premium as RP and r the US interest rate; arbitrage condition implies that ( ) (
π RP r r , from which RP r r = − ( ) π . Note also that RP=0 when π = 1 .
30 Cumby and Evans (1993) estimate a probability of default well below 10% for Mexico and Venezuela (below 15% for Costa Rica) over the period 12/90-12/92. Thus it seems appropriate to assume in our arguments that the probability of default was, before the crisis, close to the lower bound of 0. 
Figure 11
From figure 11 we can derive three important implications which will be tested in the next section:
1) first, the concavity of the volatility with respect to the probability of default implies that, during periods of crisis in which the probability of default for all countries moves towards 1/2, we should observe a convergence in the levels of volatility: countries with low volatility -low probability of default -should have an absolute and relative increase in volatility higher than countries with high volatility -probability of default close to 1/2.
2) second, the mean and the volatility of the risk premium should have a positive (and concave) relation on the relevant range (the relevant range is for the probability of default between zero and 1/2).
3) third, the volatility should be concave when plotted against the probability of default.
Finally, we have found no evidence of comovements in the aftermath of the Mexican crisis, which can be considered a period of relative calm. In fact, in periods of relative calm there is not much room for learning spillovers and, even if there is herd behavior on single assets, this cannot by itself cause co-movements.
How did other countries respond to the crisis?
In this section we will test our interpretation on the bonds of the other countries in our sample: Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Venezuela, Bulgaria, Nigeria, Philippines. We will not perform cointegration tests for all countries and for different periods. The case of Mexico and Poland has been informative enough on the unit root and cointegration hypothesis. In this section we will: 1) look at how the risk premium of the other countries in our sample responded to the Mexican crisis; 2) test, on a cross-country basis, the three implications we have derived from figure 11. : the plots show that all five countries had a significant response to the crisis. Moreover, NIGPAR is affected by the peaks of MEXPAR but it follows a much more volatile path, and it has a behavior very similar to VENPAR. Consider now the other countries in our sample, Philippines and Bulgaria, in figure 16-18 . Note how similar to Poland's is the behavior of the Philippines' bond: the difference between MEXPAR and PHIPAR (DIFF) shows the 31 A first glance at the plots in figure 5 shows that there is no strong evidence of comovements in the risk premium except during periods in which one of the countries experiences a relevant crisis. We have divided the countries in groups on the basis of different factors to see if there was any evidence of comovements in the sub-groups. First, the oil producers: Mexico, Venezuela and Nigeria; while Venezuela and Nigeria move together during the Mexican crisis (7/29/94 to 7/28/95), on the whole sample the three series have a very different behavior. Second, the South American countries: Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Ecuador and Venezuela; again, during the Mexican crisis the comovements are evident, but this is not the case for the whole sample. The same conclusion holds if we divide the countries on the basis of the date in which the Brady deal was announced or actually implemented. 
Figure 18
From this brief analysis we reach two conclusions:
i) there is evidence of comovements during the Mexican crisis (and for the Venezuelan crisis, even if in this case the evidence is less strong); 32 We could do a similar exercise for the political crisis that hit Venezuela in 92/93. A military coup failed in February 1992 and a second military coup was attempted in November 1992. The political crisis continued for the entire year 93 until the December 93 elections, but it was less acute after the summer when an interim government was appointed after the suspension from office of president Perez on May 20. By January 92 the Brady bonds already issued were those of Nigeria and Mexico. The date of issue for Argentina was 4/93 and for Philippines was 12/92. Note that before January 92 the Venezuelan bonds were the less volatile and with the lowest mean among the Brady bonds. The data suggest that: NIGPAR reacted to the crisis in such a way that it is not easy to trace out comovements of the two variables; MEXDIS, which was a relatively stable title at the time, is only slightly affected by the crisis; on the other hand, the newly issued bonds of Argentina and Philippines show signs of comovements with VENDIS and VENPAR respectively.
ii) different Brady bonds responded differently to the Mexican (and Venezuelan) crisis; countries with similar precrisis mean and volatility reacted in a similar way, in terms of both absolute deviation and degree of comovement with the Mexican bonds: low mean and volatility bonds (as Poland and Philippines) seem to have responded in a similar way to the crisis; similarly high mean and volatility bonds (Nigeria and Venezuela) or in-between bonds (as Brazil and Argentina, or Ecuador and Bulgaria).
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Given the interpretation we have presented in the previous section, the mean and the volatility of a bond are good proxies for the probability of default, which is the key element to determine how the risk premium will respond to a negative shock. In what follows we will test the three implications we have derived in the previous section.
2) To test the three implications we define a 'crisis' period and a 'pre-crisis' period. The 'pre-crisis' period goes from 8/05/94 to 12/09/94, the 'crisis' period from 12/16/94 to 4/21/95. 34 We then compute the volatility (standard deviation) of the risk premium for both the crisis and pre-crisis periods for all the bonds in our sample. The absolute increase in the volatility is given by the difference of the standard deviations on the two sub-periods, while the relative increase is given by the absolute increase divided by the standard deviation of the pre-crisis period.
i) To test the first implication we regress the absolute increase and relative increase on the standard deviation of the pre-crisis period. The result are plotted in figure 19 and 20 in terms of bs. pts.. The figures show that there is evidence of convergence of the volatility during the crisis, both in absolute and relative terms. The convergence of the volatility is another aspect of the 'pooling effect' during periods of high uncertainty. 33 An important remark is in order here. We argue that countries with similar pre-crisis mean and volatility reacted in a similar way to the crisis. Now, consider the function ( ) ( ,
obs not obs we introduced in section 5. If we assume that the functional form f(.) is the same for all countries, in absence of spillover effects through Z not obs − (that is in the pre-crisis period, during which there were not major idiosyncratic shocks), countries with similar observable fundamentals should have had a similar probability of default ( ) 1−π and thus similar risk premium mean and variance. Thus, to argue that the response to the crisis depended on the pre-crisis mean and volatility is equivalent to arguing that the response depended on pre-crisis (observable) fundamentals, as we should expect. 34 The choice of these periods is somehow arbitrary. The four months period chosen reflects the fact that by April 95 the crisis was perceived as overcome. However, the results are substantially the same for different periods, as 3 or 6 months. iii) Finally, we try the following experiment to look for evidence supporting the third implication. For both periodspre-crisis and crisis -we rank the countries according to the probability of default (1-π ) -proxied by the pre-crisis mean of the risk premium -and then we plot the volatility on this rank. For the pre-crisis period the ranking is (from the most likely to the less likely to default): Nigeria, Venezuela, Bulgaria, Ecuador, Argentina, Brazil, Poland, Philippines and Mexico. For the crisis period, we keep the same ranking but we move Mexico from the last to the first position. We report the plots for Par and Discount bonds in figure 23-26. The plots show an evident decrease in the slope of the volatility as a consequence of the increase of the probability of default due to the Mexican crisis. Our third implication is substantially supported.
Conclusions and policy implications
This paper provides a preliminary understanding of the Brady bond market. The paper has studied the effects of the These results suggest that traders' behavior when assessing sovereign risk of Brady countries is not constant over time and that it responds to the level of uncertainty in the market. Herd behavior increases with risk, leading to even higher volatility. 35 Traders have limited information on developing countries, therefore learning spillovers are likely.
The joint effect of these two forces can be powerful, as the example of Poland suggests.
The main policy implication of this paper is that systemic risk in the market for developing countries external debt has not completely disappeared. While excess volatility is intrinsic to financial markets when there is herd behavior, comovements are the consequence of poor information only. However, the reaction of the Brady bond market to the Mexican crisis and its aftermath proved its liquidity.
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To conclude, the decrease in sovereign risk premium comovements in the second period of our sample could be due to the fact that markets are learning, i.e. acquiring experience and gathering information on the developing countries, so that learning spillovers are less relevant; but it could also signal the absence of any relevant shock to generate such spillover effects, while in fact the market is still vulnerable to country-specific shocks. On this issue further research is needed.
37 35 An interesting possibility for future research is to look at data on portfolio holdings to see whether there is a convergence in the allocation of funds during periods of high volatility. 36 "It was the middle of October 1991 that the market received the sudden shock that the price rises of the previous 18 months were not immune to gravity. [...] massive selling of Brazilian paper one Friday morning, inspired by JPMorgan in NY, while a massive coup for the bank, left a number of financial institution reeling. Within three weeks the debt was trading at 22% of face value, and managed to bring down prices across the board. 'What upset the market is that some traders would not come to the phone, and if they did, the prices were wholly unr ealistic', says Russell Hanlon, vice president at Chartered WestLB in NY." by Rupert Wright, Trade Finance September 1992 (page 64). But in 199 5, after the Mexican crisis: "'One thing is that this market demonstrated its resiliency and liquidity. The worst scenario would have been a n illiquid market, but people who wanted to sell could', said Michael Chamberlin, executive director of the Emerging Markets Traders Association." by Paul Kilby, Latin Finance N. 70 (page 34). 37 There is a recent growing literature on exchange rate correlations that analyses to what extent such correlations are explained by a set of fundamentals (for example B. Eichengreen, A.K. Rose and C. Wyplosz (1996) , J. Sachs, A. Tornell and A. Velasco (1996) ). Having a longer time serie spanning well beyond the period of the Mexican crisis, it would be extremely interesting to do a similar exercise on the sovereign risk premium: regressing cross-country risk premium correlations on a set of fundamentals would let us assess how much of these correlations is explained by observable fundamentals.
BOX 1 -Brady Bonds: a primer
Par and Discount bonds have been by far the most popular options in several Brady agreements. Par bonds are 30 years maturity (25 for Philippine Pars) issued at "par", i.e. for the original face value of the loans for which they were exchanged. Par bonds carry a fixed, below market interest rate (relative to the interest rate environment at the time of the issuance). Discount bonds are 30 years maturity floating market interest rate, issued at a discount to original face value of the previously rescheduled loans.
In general, both security types are collateralized as to principal at maturity by US Treasury zero coupon bonds. Par and Discount bonds may possess additional collateral in the form of a cash collateral account usually maintained at the Federal Reserve Bank of NY. The funds in these accounts, which are allowed to be invested in securities rated AA-or better, are maintained in order to pay interest for a specific number of months (usually from 12 to 18 months depending on the country) in the event that the sovereign debtor suspends the interest payments. In effect the collateral provides a "rolling" interest payments guarantee, meaning that if each successive interest payment is made and the collateral is not utilized, it is "rolled" or applied to guarantee the nearest dated unsecured semi-annual interest payment. If the collateral is drawn upon, it is not required to be replaced. Certain Par and Discount bonds also carry "value recovery" warrants, which give bondholders the opportunity to "recapture" some of the debt and debt service reduction provided in the exchange if the future economic performance and/or the debt servicing capacity of the sovereign debtor improves. For example, in our sample Mexico, Venezuela and Nigeria bonds carry warrants linked to indices of oil export prices or of national oil export receipts.
The value assigned to the principal on Par and Discount bonds is simply the present value of the security used as a collateral. For dollar denominated bonds, the principal is discounted by the risk-free rate of a comparable maturity US Treasury zero-coupon bond.
The interest collateral of a Brady bond is a more complicated component to value since it is uncertain when, if ever, it will be used. This provides an occasion for differences in valuation approaches which arise from assumptions about the probable life of the "roll" of the collateral. One method assumes the limiting case, which ascribes the minimal value to the collateral's current market value, effectively treating it as if there was no life to the "roll" (i.e. default occurs today and collateral is utilized and exhausted to pay the nearest 2 or 3 semiannual interest coupons). Other methods rely on the use of probability models or option pricing formulas to assign probabilities to interest payment default, which are then incorporated in the valuation model. @To obtain the stripped yield, the value of the principal and interest collateral is calculated as described above, and this notional "market value" of the collateral is subtracted from the current market price. After "stripping" out the values of the principal and interest collateral from the price, an internal rate of return is computed on the non-collateralized contractual cash flows. These non-collateralized interest flows should be discounted by a rate, the stripped yield, that produces a present value which, when added to the collateralized portion of the bond, equals the current market price. The internal rate of return of a Brady bond cash flow with its collateral left intact is simply the bond's implied yield-to-maturity or blended yield.@ The value of the "value recovery" warrants, which are linked to the value of the country's oil exports, is usually ignored in the valuation of the bonds.
Swapping floating-rate coupons for fixed rate equivalents (using either the current LIBOR-based Eurodollar swap curve or forward rate curve) places all Bradies on equal footing with other sovereign instruments. In particular it makes possible to compute the stripped spreads for all bonds.
Source: Guide to Brady Bonds. Merrill Lynch, December 6 1994 
